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“People lose touch 
with the seasons 
when you can have 
peaches from Chile 
in January.”
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Off to the races!
Bruno Morlan | Daily Texan Staff
Canadian Grand Prix winner Lewis Hamilton leads through the first lap of the race held in Montreal. The win was Hamilton’s second at the 
track; his first career Formula One victory came in 2007.
INSIDE: More photos from Montreal on page 3
GOP aims to attract Latinos, youthTunnel project may pose 
threat to Red River clubs
Derek Stout | Daily Texan Staff
South Dakota visitors Sonja Merrigan, Amber Olson, Sophie 
Merrigan and Jay Merrigan peer into Waller Creek next to the 
Habana Restaurant and Bar on Red River Street. GOP  continues on page 2
WALLER  continues on page 2
FUND  continues on page 2
BIG 12  continues on page 9
By Dan Hurwitz & Collin Eaton
Daily Texan Staff
With the final seconds of the 
clock ticking and a desperate 
Hail Mary as his only option, 
Big 12 Commissioner Dan Beebe 
found the University of Texas in 
the end zone to secure the future 
of the conference.
Texas and the remaining nine 
universities in the Big 12 will remain 
in the conference, following Beebe’s 
plan, which was announced Sun-
day and agreed upon Monday.
With television revenues driv-
ing negotiations of further confer-
ence realignment, or the lack there-
of, Beebe’s proposed plan to dou-
ble each team’s television revenue 
through a new deal caught the eye 
of Texas, which would be able to 
pursue its own television network.
Texas will make between $20 
million and $25 million annual-
ly with the acceptance of the pro-
posed plan, according to Orange-
bloods.com. Texas A&M and Okla-
homa will also make roughly $20 
million each.
Beebe’s plan involves the con-
ference staying put with the 10 
teams left after Nebraska parts 
for the Big Ten and Colora-
do joins the Pac-10. Also, there 
will not be a Big 12 champion-
ship football game because the 
NCAA’s rule that allows only 
conferences with at least 12 uni-
versities to have a championship 
game. In football, the sport that 
is dominating discussions, each 
team would play the other nine 
teams every year. The changes 
would not take effect until 2011, 
when Nebraska begins playing 
in the Big Ten. Colorado is ex-
pected to start participating in 
the Pac-10 in 2012.
By Skyler Sanchez 
Daily Texan Staff
A plan to lower the flood risk 
of Waller Creek may have a di-
rect impact on local business-
es along Red River Street with a 
potential threat to a number of 
music hot spots.
The Waller Creek Tunnel Proj-
ect is currently in the final de-
sign phase, with construction 
set to begin in November, said 
Carolyn Perez, a city spokes-
woman with the project.
According to the designs on 
the city’s website, the project 
would entail constructing an 
underground tunnel nearly 60 
to 70 feet below street level. The 
tunnel, which will extend about 
a mile, will bring about 28 miles 
of the lower Waller Creek wa-
tershed out of the 100-year-old 
floodplain.
The estimated cost of the tun-
nel is $127 million, which will 
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Award-winning food writer 
gives props to locally grown crops
By Nolan Hicks 
Daily Texan Staff
Part of the platform that newly 
elected GOP chairman Steve Mu-
nisteri ran on at the Republican 
convention in Dallas was an effort 
to increase the appeal of the Repub-
lican Party to groups that typically 
don’t vote Republican — such as 
Latinos and younger voters.
However, the platform passed 
by the Republican convention con-
tains a number of policy positions, 
better known as planks, that poll 
poorly among the voters they are 
trying to reach.
“Angering growing voter groups 
generally isn’t a policy for success,” 
said Steven Luo, political director 
for the news organization Califor-
nia Beat.
California’s state Republican 
Party backed Proposition 187 in 
1994 — which banned the state and 
local governments from providing 
social services to illegal immigrants 
— angering Latino voters.
“With the Latino vote growing 
from 10 percent of the electorate in 
1992 to 18 percent in 2008, [the par-
ty] is increasingly boxed in and un-
able to appeal to a growing part of 
the electorate in the manner which 
allowed President George W. Bush 
to be elected in 2000,” Luo said.
In Texas, exit polling data shows 
the Latino vote has expanded from 
11.5 percent of the electorate in 1980 
to more than 20 percent in 2008. 
According to the Texas Data Cen-
ter, 78 percent of Texas’ population 
growth over the next 30 years will 
come from Latinos. Anglo-Amer-
icans will only contribute about 4 
percent to the population boom.
The Texas Republican Party plat-
form, as approved by the party’s 
convention in Dallas, contains lan-
guage similar to Arizona’s contro-
versial immigration bill, S.B. 1070, 
which allows law enforcement of-
ficers to pull over individuals and 
demand they show their papers if 
the officers suspect them of being 
in the country illegally.
They also approved language 
making it the official party position 
that there should be no way for 
UT will remain with Big 12 peers
Conference to go on without Colorado, 
Nebraska; Pac-10 invitation declined
University’s 
fund drive 
lags behind 
expectations
By Collin Eaton 
Daily Texan Staff
A major UT fund drive is near-
ly halfway through its projected 
time frame, but has met only 35 
percent of its donation goal of $3 
billion to colleges within the Uni-
versity, according to a 43-univer-
sity survey by the Chronicle of 
Higher Education.
UT’s capital campaign, titled 
Campaign for Texas , has been 
reaching out to alumni and com-
panies for donations since 2006 and 
is projected to stop the drive Au-
gust 13, 2014. The eight-year drive, 
aimed at raising money for gen-
eral scholarships, professorships, 
construction, research and endow-
ments, has received $1.1 billion 
since it began Sept. 1, 2006. In the 
first quarter of this year, the drive 
raised $77 million across campus.
David Onion, associate vice 
president of the University Devel-
opment Office, said the goal of the 
fund drive is to elevate UT into the 
stratosphere with top public re-
search universities. Onion said the 
campaign is not where it should 
Tamir Kalifa | Daily Texan Staff 
A man dressed as Uncle Sam poses for a photo with delegates at the 
Texas Republican convention in Dallas on Friday. The convention 
serves as a forum for party activists to debate policy. 
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Policy positions adopted 
to boost party appeal 
conflict with poll results
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Let’s go to Hole,
and Effingham has the best effing steaks.
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Fund: Better economy will 
increase alumni donations
waller: City plans to revitalize area
gop: Platform toughens up on homosexuals
From page 1
be funded by the Waller Creek 
Tax Increment Financing Zone, 
or TIF. According to the TIF, the 
city is mandated to contribute 
100 percent of the tax revenues 
that it generates from the proj-
ects, whereas Travis County is 
required to supply 50 percent.
City Council will convene 
June 24 to review the Waller 
Creek District Master Plan, 
which will take effect once the 
tunnel has been completed. The 
plan is a vision for revamping 
the area around Waller Creek.
Perez said once the tunnel has 
been completed, property val-
ues in the area will increase. If 
the values increase, it is up to 
the owners of the clubs to decide 
whether they will raise the rent.
Ron Flores, owner of the Ha-
bana Restaurant and Bar, leas-
es out the building but owns 
the lot across the street, which 
means that one of his busi-
nesses could be directly affect-
ed by increased property val-
ues. Flores said he is concerned 
about the uncertainty of hav-
ing to pay a higher price to 
keep his business.
George Adams, assistant di-
rector of the Neighborhood 
Planning and Zoning Depart-
ment, said there are a number 
of measures — such as incentive 
programs and raising awareness 
to support the value of music 
venues to Austin — that are de-
signed to help small businesses 
cope with higher rent.
“None of those options are a 
silver bullet that will magical-
ly make the issues vanish,” Ad-
ams said.
Recent years have produced 
a number of redevelopment 
projects geared toward cleaning 
and refreshing parts of the city, 
including Waller Creek. 
Michael Shelton, owner of Es-
ther’s Follies, welcomes that as-
pect of the project.
“The area is full of both tran-
sients and people doing drugs,” 
Shelton said. “It is a terrible 
blight on the downtown com-
munity, and it would be great to 
clean it up.” 
However, Shelton said it 
would be a shame if the rede-
velopment came with the loss of 
a number of local favorites.
Not all of the venues are locat-
ed in the TIF zone, such as Es-
ther’s Follies, which lies west of 
Red River Street. As a result, they 
will not be affected by the tax and 
their property values will not rise. 
But Shelton said that some of the 
smaller, lesser-known clubs lo-
cated within the TIF zone may 
struggle to make it.
“If their rent goes up dramat-
ically, that will definitely change 
what is now a hip area of clubs,” 
Shelton said, “causing a bad ef-
fect that no one wants to see.”
illegal aliens to become legalized 
in the United States — either by 
amnesty, the currently proposed 
immigration overhaul in the Sen-
ate, or even by military service.
The White campaign blasted 
the Perry campaign for refusing 
to state if it supported the Texas 
Republican Party platform poli-
cy planks on immigration. 
A poll conducted by Arizona 
State University showed that 
81 percent of Arizona Latinos 
opposed the bill.
The Texas GOP platform also 
contained provisions about ho-
mosexuality, stating that attacks 
on family values include “well-
funded vigorous political and ju-
dicial attempts by powerful orga-
nizations and branches of the gov-
ernment to force acceptance, affir-
mation and normalization of ho-
mosexual behavior upon school-
children, parents, educational in-
stitutions, businesses, employees, 
government bodies and religious 
institutions and charities.”
The document also reads in 
part: “We also believe that no 
homosexual or any individual 
convicted of child abuse or mo-
lestation should have the right to 
custody or adoption of a minor 
child, and that visitation with 
minor children by such persons 
should be prohibited, but if or-
dered by the court, limited to su-
pervised periods.”
Voters between the ages of 
18 and 29 overwhelming voted 
against Proposition 8 in Califor-
nia, which banned gay marriage. 
Gallup polls show that about 70 
percent of Americans think that 
“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” should 
be repealed, up from 63 per-
cent in 2004. Gallup polling also 
shows that 52 percent of Amer-
icans view same-sex relation-
ships as morally acceptable, up 
from 38 percent in 2002.
“Don’t doubt [Munisteri’s] 
powers of persuasion with 
moderates and independents,” 
said Tyler Norris, chairman of 
Young Conservatives of Texas at 
UT-Austin. Norris’ group sup-
ported Munisteri’s campaign to 
become Texas GOP chairman. 
“Munisteri’s had the best plan 
to turn the party around.”
“The Second and 10th 
Amendments will attract vot-
ers to the Republican Party,” 
Norris said about how the par-
ty could overcome these signif-
icant shifts in social attitudes.
From page 1
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be monetarily because of the slow 
state of the economy and the stock 
market, but it earns a victory with 
numbers comparable to last year 
despite the economy.
“Anytime you have instabili-
ty in the stock market, individuals 
slow up their gifts to the universi-
ties,” Onion said. “On a positive 
note, last year we had more trans-
actions than we’ve ever had in the 
history of the University, and this 
year we’re tracking very closely to 
last year’s numbers. That tells me 
that the alumni are active and they 
want to get involved.”
Onion said he expected sub-
stantial increases in dollar 
amounts of donations once the 
economy improves.
The University of Pittsburgh 
and Pennsylvania State Universi-
ty at University Park, which also 
have 2014 deadlines, received 
$1.45 billion and $900 million, 73 
percent and 48 percent of their re-
spective goals.
According to an Oct. 17, 2008 
press release, the $3 billion goal was 
recommended by a commission of 
more than 200 alumni and civic 
leaders who reviewed the Univer-
sity’s finances from 2002-2004.
Each college approaches its alum-
ni in a specific manner, and each 
developed a monetary goal inde-
pendent of the development office. 
But the central office provides an 
overarching strategy for fund driv-
ing and provides gift-planning and 
research strategies.
On May 19, business, engineer-
ing and geosciences programs at UT 
received the majority of a $1 mil-
lion 3-to-1 match gift donation from 
Exxon Mobil Corp. Over several de-
cades, the company has given the 
University a total of $44 million.
Mark Blount, director of devel-
opment at the University Develop-
ment Office, said the money went 
to areas all over campus, “from the 
law school to the LBJ School [of 
Public Affairs], for all kinds of dif-
ferent things.”
Karen Matusic, media relations 
adviser for Exxon Mobil, said 
the company gave $36 million 
in match gifts to 911 universities 
around the country.
The School of Law set a goal of 
$200 million, at least $27 million of 
which will be devoted to student 
support and at least $33 million of 
which will be used for new aca-
demic centers.
Carla Cooper, assistant dean of 
development and alumni relations 
at the School of Law, said the school 
has raised $61 million, but that the 
funds have not yet been allocated.
In May, the law school received 
a single gift of $5 million from Ste-
phen Susman, a lawyer and alum-
nus from 1965. According to a May 
13 press release, Susman said three 
generations of his family have stud-
ied at the School of Law. 
The UT System Board of Regents 
agreed to name the law school’s 
new academic center after Susman 
in honor of his gift.
The Susman Academic Center 
will open in August and will have 
92 faculty offices, new classrooms, 
student-group workspaces and 
skylights highlighting an atrium.
“Due to the economy, we’re re-
ally a little bit behind as far as time 
goes,” said Carolyn Connerat, ex-
ecutive director of the University 
Development Office and logistics 
manager for the campaign. “But 
we feel [UT’s Campaign for Tex-
as] is actually doing very well at 
this stage.” 
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Welcome to The University’s destination hotel where 
sophisticated accommodations, impressive amenities, 
4 star restaurant and entertaining technology 
make your stay a richer experience. 
www.MeetAtTexas.com // Facebook.com/MeetAtTexas.com // Twitter.com/MeetAtTexas 
STAY  at the  CEN T ER
Want to get 
involved, be a 
leader and let 
your voice be 
heard?
Apply to be an At-Large member of the 
Senate of College Councils and help 
make UT the best it can be!
The Senate of College Councils is the ofﬁ cial 
student voice in academics and works to ensure 
that every student is heard
Download the application at 
www.utsenate.org
For more information:
Stop by one of the Senate tables during orientation 
and attend the Senate breakout session on the third 
day of orientation. Become a Fan of Senate on Face-
book and Follow Senate on Twitter
For more information, email Senate at: 
utsenate@gmail.com
If you are a UT Austin student or an employer wishing to 
hire a UT Austin student, visit www.hirealonghorn.org 
today and see what our site has to offer!
Office of Student Financial Services • The University of Texas at Austin
• Part-Time and Seasonal Jobs
• Links to all UT Austin 
 Career Centers
• Free! to search
• Links to Major Austin 
 Area Employers
• Available 24 Hours a 
 Day/7Days a week
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Formula One 
speeds along 
in Montreal
Editor’s note: This is the third in a series of stories 
and photos bringing the U.S. and the world to UT. 
MONTREAL — Montreal possesses many quali-
ties of a city with an international atmosphere. If it’s 
not the bilingual population, then certainly it’s the 
many events that Montreal hosts that attract visitors 
from all over the world. Of these events, such as the 
World Film Festival and Quebec City Summer Mu-
sic Festival, none attracts more visitors or interna-
tional attention than the Canadian Grand Prix.  
This past weekend I attended the Grand Prix, 
which served as the eighth round of the 2010 
Formula One season. I was one of an estimated 
300,000 people from all over the world attending 
the Grand Prix over a three-day period, some of 
whom proudly bought along flags from their re-
spective countries to cheer on the drivers. Such 
a turnout would not have been possible with-
out the efficiency and range of Montreal’s sub-
way system in transporting everyone to the Cir-
cuit Gilles Villeneuve, located on an island in the 
St. Lawrence River. 
The race took place Sunday afternoon, and after 
an eventful 70 laps filled with lead changes, 2008 
world champion Lewis Hamilton emerged as the 
race winner. Hamilton’s McLaren Mercedes team-
mate, Jenson Button, followed in second with Fer-
rari’s Fernando Alonso in third. 
The Grand Prix’s absence from the 2009 season 
was given as a possible reason for the large turn-
out throughout the weekend. Currently it is one 
of two races held in the Western Hemisphere, 
along with the Brazilian Grand Prix in Sao Paolo, 
out of a total of 19 races. This is set to change in 
2012, when Formula One returns to the United 
States with a Grand Prix to be held in Austin.
It remains to be seen whether Austin will adopt 
the changes that have made the Canadian Grand 
Prix successful. A track has yet to be built, but ac-
cording to Formula1.com, a track will be construct-
ed specifically for Formula One racing. Austin 
will host the United States Grand Prix from 2012 
through 2021, giving the city time to study and 
emulate successful host cities like Montreal.
Race fans cheer and take pictures of McLaren Mercedes teammates Lewis Hamilton and Jenson Button as they finish the Canadian Grand Prix in first 
and second place, respectively.
Travelers are greeted at the arrivals gate of the Montréal-Trudeau 
Airport on Friday evening.
A subway train 
passes by as 
race attend-
ees line up to 
board after the 
Saturday quali-
fying session of 
the Canadian 
Grand Prix. The 
Montreal Metro 
is the longest 
and busiest 
subway system 
in Canada.
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START STRONG.SM
START AHEAD OF THE CURVE.
START READY FOR THE FUTURE.
©2008. Paid for by the United States Army. All rights reserved.
START MAKING A DIFFERENCE.
START BECOMING A LEADER.
START THINKING AHEAD.
START ACCOMPLISHING MORE. 
START ON THE CUTTING EDGE.
There’s strong. Then there’s Army Strong. By
enrolling in Army ROTC as a nursing student at
University of Texas at Austin, you will receive
advanced training from experienced Army Nurses.
You will also be eligible to receive a full-tuition
scholarship. After graduation, you will be an Army
Nurse. And an Army Officer.
To get started, contact CPT Charles Neveau
or http://www.utexas.edu/cola/depts/arotc/.
ASK ABOUT ARMY ROTC CLASSES AND SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES!
FIND OUT IF YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO BE AN ARMY OFFICER.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 512-232-5397 OR EMAIL CHARLES.NEVEAU@AUSTIN.UTEXAS.EDU
On UT Bus • 
Route
Planned• 
Social Events
Unbeatable • 
Amenities
Fitness Center • 
& Hot Tub
Gated Entry• Call (512) 919-8600 / www.ueaustin.com
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FIRING LINES
E-mail your Firing Lines to firingline@dailytexanonline.com. Letters must be 
more than 100 and fewer than 300 words. The Texan reserves the right to edit all 
submissions for brevity, clarity and liability.
VIEWPOINT
LEGaLESE
Opinions expressed in The Daily Texan are those of the editor or the writer. 
They are not necessarily those of the UT administration, the Board of Regents 
or the Texas Student Media Board of Operating Trustees. 
GaLLERY
Google sells out
The Daily Texan Editorial Board welcomes guest columns. Columns must 
be between 500 and 700 words. Send columns to editor@dailytexanonline.
com. The Texan reserves the right to edit all columns for clarity and liability 
if chosen for publication.
SUBMIT a COLUMN
With corporations, 
we must never stop 
asking, “What’s 
your motive?” As 
Enron and so many 
other cases have 
taught us, corporate 
rhetoric can rarely 
be taken at face 
value.
By Joshua Lee
Daily Texan Guest Columnist
GaLLERY
Let’s talk about race
 Have someting to say? 
Say it in print — and to the 
entire campus. 
The Daily Texan Editorial 
Board is currently 
accepting applica-
tions for colum-
nists and cartoon-
ists. We’re looking 
for talented writ-
ers and artists to 
provide as much 
diversity of opin-
ion as possible. 
Anyone and ev-
eryone is encour-
aged to apply. 
Writing for the 
Texan is a great 
way to get your 
voice heard. Our 
columnists’ and 
reporters’ work 
is often syndicated nation-
wide, and every issue of the 
Texan is a historical docu-
ment archived at the Center 
for American History. 
Barack Obama may not 
be a frequent reader, but a 
copy of the Texan runs across 
UT President William Pow-
ers Jr.’s desk each day, and 
the opinions on this page 
have great potential to affect 
University policy. 
I f  i n t e r e s t -
ed, please come 
to the Texan of-
fice at 25th and 
Whitis streets to 
complete an ap-
p l i ca t ion  form 
and sign up for 
a n  i n t e r v i e w 
t i m e .  I f  y o u 
have any addi-
tional questions, 
p l ease  contac t 
L a u r e n  W i n -
chester at (512) 
2 3 2 - 2 2 1 2  o r 
editor@dailytex-
anonline.com.
You can be a Daily Texan  
columnist  
or  cartoonist.
By You
Daily Texan Columnist
Want to write for 
the Texan?
Your words 
can be here. 
Earlier this year, Google made a val-
iant stand against China’s Internet 
policies, encouraging other corpora-
tions and governments to join its fight 
against the superpower’s human rights 
violations and its use of censorship. 
Google’s tenacity is praiseworthy — 
in this instance. However, before we 
credit the multinational corporation for 
its visionary work, we should realize 
that even Google is not infallible. 
On June 9, reporters Tom Bergin and 
Sarah Young ran a story for Reuters re-
vealing that Google sold various search 
terms to BP as sponsored links on its 
search engine, including “oil spill” and 
“volunteer” in order “to help direct In-
ternet users to its website as it attempts 
to control the worst oil spill in U.S. his-
tory.” 
While it’s not unusual for search en-
gines to sell terms to companies such 
as BP for better ad placement, what 
separates Google from other search 
engines is that it claims to care about 
“the integrity of its results.” The com-
pany claims it “sell[s] advertising, not 
search results, [and presents] informa-
tion as objectively as possible.” Yet de-
spite this claim, because of the ads’ 
prime placement, users will see these 
results before any of the other search 
results. Type “oil spill” in Google, and 
try it out.
I t  seems contradictory that  last 
March,  the company’s  co-founder 
Sergey Brin rejected “the notion that 
any company should make any sort of 
decision other than to maximize prof-
it,” adding, “I would hope that larger 
companies would not put profit ahead 
of all else.” Yet, Google’s recent trans-
actions with BP seem to stand in stark 
contrast with one of their fundamen-
tal ethical values: “You can make mon-
ey without doing evil.” My question is: 
Why would Google refuse to allow cen-
sorship in China, yet sell premium on-
line real estate to the biggest eco-pol-
luter in history?
It’s blatantly obvious that one of 
Google’s main motives in challeng-
ing China’s censorship policies is to 
end those limits on fair trade online. 
This restriction hurts companies such 
as Google and Microsoft, which are ea-
gerly trying to expand their business-
es into the country’s blossoming Inter-
net economy. Subjecting China to the 
same fair trade rules followed in the 
U.S. would only help with these com-
panies’ expansions. 
My point is that profiteering corpo-
rations can’t be trusted at their word — 
not even Google. With corporations, we 
must never stop asking, “What’s your 
motive?” As Enron and so many other 
cases have taught us, corporate rhetoric 
can rarely be taken at face value. 
Granted, many companies have done 
fine philanthropic work. For instance, 
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 
is a prime example of how corporate 
profit can be used to benefit society at 
large. Yet, as recently as this past April, 
Microsoft has been caught up in alle-
gations of outsourcing production to 
China, where hundreds of child labor-
ers work upwards of 80 hours per week 
making hardware for the technology 
company.
While I agree that free-market sys-
tems are best, at least currently, much 
emphasis needs to be placed on stron-
ger ethics in business. Companies (es-
pecially those with the power to influ-
ence global politics) must be held to a 
higher standard and held responsible 
for their actions. 
BP has recently spent about $50 mil-
lion on commercials to help bolster its 
crumbling public image. I urge you: 
Don’t let its overpriced propaganda 
sway you from the truth. BP must be 
held accountable and deserves all of 
the anger that a catastrophe of this scale 
should foster. And Google deserves at 
least as much criticism for helping BP 
skew the facts. 
Giving BP the best advertising space 
available to spread its propaganda is 
evil. Google should stick to its claim of 
objectivity and let people discover in-
formation about this natural disaster 
for themselves, without biasing them 
with “sponsored links.” 
BP’s egregious crimes against North 
America merit the 30,000-plus lawsuits 
it’s facing, and much more. Now that 
the Justice Department is beginning its 
criminal investigation into BP’s gross 
negligence and the suspected cover-up 
of its safety violations, hopefully some 
of the people hurt in this environmen-
tal catastrophe will receive some small 
measure of justice. The masses of dead 
marine life and the thousands of people 
whose squashed livelihoods relied on a 
healthy Gulf will not be so lucky. 
Lee is a UT alumnus.
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Last week, a panel organized by the Office for Diversity and 
Community Engagement met to discuss the fate of Simkins Hall, 
a dormitory named after William Simkins, a former UT law profes-
sor and Klansman. 
The 21-person committee is composed of students, faculty and com-
munity leaders who will advise President William Powers Jr. and the 
UT System Board of Regents on the prospect of renaming the dorm. 
Unfortunately, this excitement was quickly mitigated when officials an-
nounced that the meetings would be closed to the public and the press, 
and only one member would speak on record about the issue. Many, 
including this editorial board, subsequently criticized the closed-meet-
ing decision. 
Officials claim closed meetings facilitate a “frank discussion,” but 
this discussion needs to happen in the open.
A large part of the controversy hinges on UT’s racist history, 
from which many believe we have not completely exorcised our-
selves. A dorm named after a Klansman is not the only racist act in 
which UT has been complicit. Heman Sweatt fought a prolonged 
battle in the 1940s just to be able to enroll in UT’s law school as a 
black student, and the University was one of the last college foot-
ball teams to integrate.
The controversy gives the University an opportunity to demonstrate 
that it recognizes the degree to which it engaged in horrendous practic-
es of racism. A public discussion would show that although the admin-
istration and faculty who honored Simkins did so 50 years ago, we are 
acknowledging a shameful part of our past and its consequences.
The administration, by closing a meeting that is intended to calm 
apprehensions about UT’s racial prejudices, is essentially silencing dis-
cussion on the issue, or at least trying to do so. 
If the press were allowed into the meetings, they would most likely 
publicize unsavory parts of UT’s history, such as how former admin-
istrators made a yearly event of Simkins’ KKK-honoring speeches or 
sent out various directives advising admissions officers to not comply 
with Brown v. Board of Education.
 Additionally, while most students did not know about Simkins’ past 
until recently, Russell’s academic paper, which sparked the current de-
bate, explains that UT staff and faculty have been aware of Simkins’ 
KKK ties since the dorm was named in 1950 and upheld its name.
In a public meeting, the administration would need to face stu-
dents and explain why it took a 48-page report by a former law profes-
sor and many news articles to spark the current review, and why we 
should believe they actually care about it now. It would also give stu-
dents an unambiguous assurance that the issue is being discussed in 
the depth and detail that it deserves.
Furthermore, those who want to keep Simkins’ name on the dorm 
will need to explain why. Believing that Simkins Hall should not be re-
named does not automatically make one a racist. There are several le-
gitimate arguments against changing the name: Some say renaming it 
would be a form of revisionist history, and others want to keep Simkins 
on the dorm to tarnish his name as a form of punishment by continu-
ously reminding people that he was a racist and Klansman. But those 
who are offended by Simkins’ ties with the KKK deserve the chance to 
hear these viewpoints carried to their logical end. 
So far in this controversy, UT is only willing to discuss its racial his-
tory in private and on its own terms, but this does nothing to show the 
public that the University recognizes the importance and atrocity of its 
prejudiced past, and is doing everything possible to make amends.
Admirably, UT has taken steps to improve diversity, such as es-
tablishing the Office for Diversity and Community Engagement. But 
nothing can substitute for legitimate and authentic public communica-
tion about an uncomfortable topic.
—Douglas Luippold for the editorial board
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Dallas club brawl
5 NEWS
· Attend 2010-2011 UT Athletics home events
(excluding post-season competition)
· Option to buy a Football reserved season ticket and
a Basketball Stampede pass
· Call 512-471-3333 for more info.
ONLY $80 per year!
STUDENT ORANGE BLOODS:
For the latest promos and ticket information geared
towards UT Students, go to the SOBs Page under Fan 
Zone on TexasSports.com.
Sign up for the SOBs Bulletin e-newsletter for all the latest UT
Athletics news for UT students.
Join TAC, an ofﬁcial student group that supports UT
Athletics with members campus-wide. To join, send your
contact info to SOBs@athletics.utexas.edu.
Get Into the Game.
Don’t miss out!
2010 Texas Football season ticket information will be mailed in mid-
June so check your email address on ﬁle with The University frequently.
Tour the Red McCombs Red Zone and walk to the edge of the 
football ﬁeld TODAY at 1 pm.  Enter through Gates 14 or 16 
(off 23rd Street) of Darrell K Royal-Texas Memorial Stadium.
By Michael Sherfield
Daily Texan Staff
Tennessee Titans quarterback 
and Texas legend Vince Young 
was issued a Class C assault ci-
tation by police in Dallas after a 
confrontation in a strip club early 
Sunday morning.
Young was caught on film in a 
scuffle with Club Onyx employ-
ee Creiton Kinchen in one of the 
club’s offices. The film, released 
by Dallas police, shows Young 
talking to a group of people and 
leaving the room.
He then returned and began 
pushing people in an effort to 
get to Kinchen, who mocked the 
UT “Hook ’em 
Horns” hand sign 
by putting it up-
side down and in-
sulted Young, the 
quarterback told 
ESPN.com.
The website re-
ported that Young 
apo log ized  to 
teammates  a f -
ter the first day 
of minicamp in 
Nashville yester-
day.
“I just made a 
mistake. I made a 
mistake even be-
ing there, and I let 
that guy provoke me into doing 
what I did,” Young said. “I pray 
to God that Roger Goodell doesn’t 
come down hard on me because I 
definitely want to be here for my 
teammates.”
Kinchen suffered a split lip but 
did not need medical attention. 
No one was arrested at the scene.
The misdemeanor offense is 
punishable by up to a $500 fine.
Young could also suffer some 
form of punishment from the 
National Football League — 
whose spokesman Greg Aiello 
Tweeted that the league will ex-
plore the incident — or from the 
Titans themselves.
Young’s former teammate 
Adam “Pacman” Jones was sus-
pended for an entire season 
in 2007 after repeated off-field 
problems during his time with 
the Titans.
However, Young has no his-
tory of off-field problems, and it 
is unclear if he will be suspend-
ed at all.
Another quarterback, the Steel-
ers’ Ben Roethlisberger, was sus-
pended for six games this season 
after multiple allegations of sexu-
al assault. 
“I’m disappointed. He’s taken 
responsibility for it. I like to think 
he’s learned a les-
son. He had no 
business making 
the decision that 
he made, and ob-
viously he’s got 
to deal with those 
consequences,” 
Titans head coach 
Jeff Fisher told 
ESPN.com. “The 
league will look 
into it. The com-
missioner is very 
strict about these 
types of things, 
and I am sure 
we’ll hear from 
him after we get 
more information.”
After an up-and-down four-
year career in Tennessee, Young 
established himself as the starting 
quarterback last season, almost 
leading the Titans to the playoffs 
after a 0-6 start with veteran Kerry 
Collins at quarterback.  
Young took over for the final 10 
games, leading Tennessee to eight 
wins in that stretch.
In his career, Young is 26-
13 as a starter in the NFL af-
ter leading the Longhorns to 
the BCS title in 2005, and los-
ing only two games as a starter 
in his Texas career.
Solar power plans lay unfinished
By Pierre Bertrand
Daily Texan Staff
Nestled between what ap-
pears to be endless fields and 
the gentle bend of the Colorado 
River lies the town of Webber-
ville. On March 4, 2009, a City 
Council decision put the small 
town, located roughly 15 miles 
east of Austin, in the limelight 
when city officials approved 
the construction and location of 
the nation’s largest solar pho-
tovoltaic power plant on a 320-
acre parcel of land next to the 
small town.
More than a year after the so-
lar project was approved, how-
ever, the plot of land slated for 
development, which is owned 
by the city of Austin, has yet 
to be cleared despite a looming 
project deadline.
Originally, the plant was ex-
pected to be completed and on-
line by the end of this year, ac-
cording to Gemini Solar Devel-
opment Company’s portfolio. 
But officials from Gemini So-
lar Development, the San Fran-
cisco solar firm contracted to 
build the plant, announced Fri-
day that any construction will 
be delayed for six months as 
the solar company surveys the 
land and conducts a historical 
analysis.
Ed Clark, a spokesman for 
Austin Energy who specializ-
es in the utility’s power plants, 
said in April that the solar com-
pany was waiting for its build-
ing permits and was working 
on the final layout of the site, 
which included a survey of the 
land. 
When approved, the so-
lar plant was hailed as one 
of the many steps Austin En-
ergy would take to meet the 
goals outlined in the city’s cli-
mate protection plan. The utili-
ty hopes to have 100 megawatts 
of solar power and 30 percent 
of the city’s energy usage come 
from renewable resources by 
the year 2020, an initiative the 
city wants completed to help 
combat poor air-quality read-
ings by the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency. Council mem-
bers stressed the importance of 
the plant, saying it would help 
play a key role in supplement-
ing Austin’s coal-generated en-
ergy at peak hours. 
Clark said the plant’s delay 
will not affect the city’s overall 
benchmark of providing solar 
energy by 2020.
“Everything has to be pretty 
much be perfect so that when 
this project is ready to go up, it 
can go unimpeded,” Clark said. 
“There are no hurdles that can-
not be undone.”
The solar company was ex-
pected to present its final draft 
plans for the facility this month. 
Project specifications pulled 
from the solar company’s proj-
ect portfolios stated the facility 
would eliminate 30,000 tons of 
the greenhouse gas carbon di-
oxide. At its operational height, 
the plant will produce 30 mega-
watts of power on a clear sun-
ny day — enough electricity to 
power 5,000 homes at the cost 
of $10 million per year. The 
city’s utility agreed to purchase 
the power generated by the 
plant for a total of 25 years.
When completed, the power 
plant should have 170,000 solar 
panels equipped with a mount-
ed tracking device, allowing the 
panels to pivot with the move-
ment of the sun.
By all appearances, Webber-
ville looks like any other small 
Texas town. Signs advertising 
hay sales and propane tank 
distributors dot the side of the 
highway. No signs, however, 
indicate the planned site of the 
solar project, and were it not 
for an online project outline on 
the solar company’s website, no 
one would ever know the plan 
to build the plant existed.
When originally announced, 
the projected plant drew a slew 
of media attention, but local res-
idents whose properties reside 
just next to the parcel of land in 
question admit they know very 
little about the plant, although 
many can point out where the 
facility will be built.
Several residents said that no 
representatives from the city of 
Austin, the town of Webberville 
or the solar company approached 
them to explain what was going 
to happen to the land they lived 
beside, which mirrored the way 
the city approached the town 
years earlier, proposing to place a 
city dump where the power plant 
will stand.
Theresa Eckert, who lives on a 
parcel of land bordered by Aus-
tin’s property, said she and her 
family have not heard any news 
regarding the planned power 
plant.
“When it gets closer to being in 
place, I think we’d like to know 
when it is going to take place,” 
Eckert said. “I’d rather have a 
bunch of solar power [panels] 
than a dump. That’s certain.”
Land for year-old project 
awaits historical analysis; 
deadline remains unclear
Pierre Bertrand | Daily Texan Staff 
Austin Energy plans to purchase solar power from a plant to be built near Webberville in an effort to pro-
vide more renewable resources to Austin residents. The 320-acre plot of land has remained vacant since 
March, and a recent announcement has delayed construction for another six months.‘‘I just made a mistake. I made a mistake even being there, and I let 
that guy provoke me 
into doing what  
I did.”
 — Vince Young 
Titans quarterback
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Pillow Top
Queen Set
COMPARE AT PRICE OF $700SAVE 57% OFF
Welcome 
Back  to School!
PRODUCTS IN STOCK
FOR PICK UP
OR DELIVERY ††
We Carry
Twin
Extra-long!
COMPARE AT PRICING IS DETERMINED BASED ON PRICE OF COMPARABLE MERCHANDISE OF SIMILAR QUALITY AND CIRCUMSTANCES. AS A COMPANY, WE STAND BEHIND OUR COMPARE AT PRICES, BASED ON OUR MARKET EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE. THESE PRICES 
REFLECT NATIONALLY COMPETITIVE MSRP, LIST PRICES AND DO NOT REFLECT INTERIM MARK-DOWNS, WHICH MAY HAVE BEEN TAKEN. WE INVITE YOU TO ASK ABOUT ANY INDIVIDUAL PRICES. PRODUCT AND SELECTION MAY VARY FROM STORE TO STORE. MATTRESS
FIRM, INC. STRIVES FOR ACCURACY IN OUR ADVERTISING, BUT ERRORS IN PRICING AND/OR PHOTOGRAPHY MAY OCCUR. MATTRESS FIRM RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CORRECT ANY SUCH ERRORS. PHOTOGRAPHY IS FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY AND MAY NOT 
REFLECT ACTUAL PRODUCT. PRODUCT AVAILABLE IN SELECT STORES ONLY. †IF YOU FIND THE SAME OR COMPARABLE SLEEP SET FOR LESS THAN OUR DISPLAYED OR ADVERTISED PRICE, SIMPLY BRING IN THE ADVERTISEMENT AND WE WILL BEAT THE PRICE BY 110% 
OR IT’S FREE; EVEN UP TO 90 DAYS AFTER YOUR PURCHASE. SEE STORE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS. ††ON AVAILABLE PRODUCTS IN LOCAL DELIVERY AREAS. MUST BE PURCHASED BEFORE DELIVERY CUT-OFF TIME. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS. STORE HOURS MAY VARY 
BY LOCATION. SOME PRODUCTS ARE AT THE MANUFACTURER’S MINIMUM SELLING PRICE AND FURTHER REDUCTIONS CANNOT BE TAKEN. OFFERS VALID 7/1/10-9/15/10 OR WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.
???? ??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????com/MattressFirm  
Twin Mattresses
As Low As
$49
Firm
Full Set
$258
STORE HOURS??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? AUS
NOW
OPEN! UT CAMPUS
2120 Guadalupe Street
(South of the co-op, between 21st & 22nd street)
1-866-HORNS-14
     (46767)
CAPITAL PLAZA
5403 N. IH-35
(Next to Super Target)                      
512-420-9303
ANDERSON LANE
2900 W. Anderson Ln.
(behind Starbucks)
512-419-1768
ANDERSON WEST
3200 W. Anderson Ln.
(across Anderson Ln. by Suzi’s China Grill)                       
512-459-5599
GATEWAY SUPERCENTER
9333 Research Blvd.
(next to Dave & Buster’s) 
512-231-0888
Limit one coupon per customer. Not Valid on Tempur-Pedic or on previous purchases. Must present coupon at time 
of purchase. Cannot be used in combination with any other coupon/offer. Some products are at the manufacturer’s 
minimum price and further reductions cannot be taken.  Expires 9/15/10.
STUDENT
DISCOUNT  
SAVE
YOUR PURCHASE WITH VALID SCHOOL ID
$449
$449
Pillow Top Queen Set
????????????????
?????????????
???? ??????????
???? Queen Set
reg. $699
SAVE $200
Add aProtect-A-
Bed
Ask
about bed bugprotection
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
SOFA/FUTON $299 PLUS $50 OFF WITH COUPON
RICH CHOCOLATE LEATHERETTE SOFA EASILY 
TRANSFORMS INTO A COMFORTABLE SLEEPING SURFACE.
Hurry!
While 
Supplies 
Last
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Tuesday, June 15, 2010
The first rule I learned about 
sports writing is a simple one — 
no cheering in the press box.
Even when it’s your team, 
your school, your alma mater, it 
can’t happen. 
Words like “we” and “us” have 
to be eliminated from your vocab-
ulary, and no matter the results 
and ups and downs along the 
way, you aren’t a 
fan — you are a 
reporter. 
So as I watched 
Texas’  season 
end Sunday af-
ternoon and the 
team with the 
pitching staff 
and talent to sup-
posedly close out 
Rosenblatt Sta-
dium with Tex-
as’ seventh Col-
lege World Series 
championship, I 
had to pretend not to care. I had 
to look away from the purple dog-
pile on the burnt-orange Long-
horn in center field and block out 
the sound of TCU cheers on the 
field — and around me — and re-
member that even though I write 
for a student newspaper, I consid-
er myself a professional.
Inside, it killed me. Not any-
where near the way it killed 
the players who stood scat-
tered around and inside the Tex-
as dugout. Not like it killed Sun-
day starter Brandon Workman, 
who kneeled in front of the guard-
rail with his head down, or Kev-
in Lusson in the postgame press 
conference, whose thick eye-black 
was smeared down his face from 
sweat and possibly tears.
Lusson said the wrong team 
was going to Omaha, and while 
it’s easy to argue that both teams 
were talented enough to belong 
there, for that weekend, the right 
team was moving 
on and the Horns 
will now have to 
watch from their 
living rooms and 
w o nd e r  w h a t 
could have been. 
Chance  Ruf -
fin called it a bad 
dream. But this is 
one that he and the 
rest of the Horns 
won’t wake up 
from for quite a 
while. It’s reality. 
Even with the 
failure to reach Omaha, it was an 
unbelievable experience cover-
ing one of the top teams in the na-
tion in a sport I have loved since I 
was born. I watched almost every 
game in one of the nicest facilities 
in the country. I talked weekly 
By Austin Ries
Daily Texan 
Columnist
Bobby Longoria | Daily Texan Staff
Brandon Workman works from the stretch in the Longhorns’ season-ending 4-1 loss to TCU on Sunday at UFCU Disch-Falk Field in the Super Regionals.
Bobby Longoria | Daily Texan Staff
Brandon Loy dives for a ball in Texas’ 3-1 loss to TCU in Friday’s Super Regional opener. The Horns’ Super 
Regional loss was the first series they lost at home since the season opener against New Mexico.
BASEBALL
Baseball provided writer 
chance to fulfill dreams
On the cusp of greatness
The season that almost was ...
‘‘I had to look away from the purple dogpile on the burnt-
orange Longhorn in 
center  eld.”
 — Austin Ries 
baseball beat writer
REVIEW continues on page 8
Texas opens the 
season against 
New Mexico as 
the unanimous 
No. 1 team in the 
country. Horns get 
their first win, 6-2.  
Augie Garrido wins 
his 600th game at 
Texas in a 5-0 win 
over Oklahoma 
State at UFCU 
Disch-Falk Field.
TCU ends Texas’ 
season after 
winning Friday’s 
and Sunday’s 
games 3-1 and 4-1, 
respectively. It’s 
the first time Texas 
would lose the 
Super Regionals. 
Texas ends its 
season with 50 
wins and 13 losses.
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Oral Roberts beats 
Texas 3-2 in a 
typical midweek 
game for Texas. It 
would be Texas’ 
last regular-season 
home loss.
Texas clinches the 
Big 12 regular-
season title with 
a 17-2 win over 
Kansas State.
Texas loses three 
games in a row for 
the first time all 
season at the Big 
12 Tournament.
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The Longhorns 
lose their first series 
of the season to 
New Mexico after 
dropping games 
two and three.  
The 21-game win 
streak is snapped 
in Manhattan, Kan., 
when Kansas State 
beats Texas 2-1.
The Longhorns 
blow through the 
Austin Regional 
in three straight 
games to advance 
to the Super 
Regionals.
The win streak 
begins. Texas shuts 
out Oklahoma in 
Norman and starts 
Texas’ longest win 
streak in more than 
two decades.
Cohl Walla’s home 
run against Missouri 
breaks the school 
record of 69 for 
team homers in a 
season. Texas would 
finish with 81.
TRY OUT FOR 
THE TEXAN!
THROUGH JUNE 23
Oklahoma beats Virginia to earn
its first CWS berth in 15 years
Bobby Shore pitched four-hit ball 
for eight innings, Cody Reine hit 
two three-run homers and Oklaho-
ma pounded Virginia 11-0 on Mon-
day night to earn its first trip to the 
College World Series in 15 years.
Reine, who also homered twice 
Sunday, went deep in the first and 
eighth. The Sooners (49-16) also got 
solo shots from Cameron Seitzer 
and Tyler Ogle.
Shore (10-4) did not allow a base 
runner past first base. He struck out 
five and walked two.
The Cavaliers (51-14), seeded fifth 
nationally, lost consecutive games 
for the first time this season and 
were denied a second consecutive 
trip to Omaha.
The Sooners are 10th overall and 
will head to the College World Se-
ries for the first time since 1995. 
They won it all in 1951 and 1994.
Tim McGraw to headline NFL’s
start-of-the-season concert
The North Texas Host Committee 
for the 2011 Super Bowl in Arling-
ton has unveiled details of a help-
start-the-NFL-season concert featur-
ing country star Tim McGraw.
Full-page newspaper ads pro-
claimed the “historic super celebra-
tion” on Friday, Sept. 10, with the 
program also including a tribute to 
the 50th anniversary of the Dallas 
Cowboys and a performance by pi-
ano great Van Cliburn.
The event also will include a cele-
bration of the career of Hall of Fam-
er Emmitt Smith.
Tickets go on sale June 26.
The retractable-roof Cowboys 
Stadium will host the Feb. 6 Super 
Bowl.
 Compiled from Associated Press reports
For all that the 2010 baseball season was, it wasn’t enough.
If Texas doesn’t win the national championship, or at 
least make the College World Series, no matter what else it 
accomplishes that season, it’ll never be enough. 
Texas baseball, over the course of its six national 
championships and 33 CWS appearances, is about greatness. 
But it’s a level of greatness that can only be attained on 
college baseball’s biggest stage in Omaha, Neb.
While Texas was unable to reach its summertime mecca, 
it was still great through 50 wins, and even in its 13 losses.
The highlight of Texas’ season was, arguably, the month 
of April, where it was perfect for 21 straight games. During 
that stretch, Texas swept five consecutive conference series, 
outscored its opponents 157-37 and earned head coach 
Augie Garrido his 600th win at Texas. 
The Longhorns even showed greatness when they lost. 
When Houston beat the Horns 1-0 in the Houston College 
Classic, Brandon Workman pitched a great game, allowing 
only four hits in nine innings after giving up the game’s only 
run just two pitches in.
When Texas fell to Oral Roberts 3-2 in a halfhearted effort 
that was a Tuesday night trend, the Longhorns used that 
loss as the turning point in the season and never looked 
back.
Below, we take a look at that night and some of the 
other great moments in a Texas season that just missed 
out on greatness. 
— Chris Tavarez
Veronica Rosalez | Daily Texan Staff
We are currently hiring 
in all departments:
• News Reporters
• Entertainment Writers
• Features Writers
• Photographers
• Columnists
• Sports Writers
• Designers
• Copy Editors
• Multimedia Reporters
  (video/audio)
• Comics Artists
Come pick up an application in 
the basement of HSM and sign 
up for tryouts.
2010 in the rearview mirror
SIDELINE
WORLD CUP
Netherlands 2
Denmark 0
Japan 1
Cameroon 0
Italy 1
Paraguay 1
MLB
Milwaukee 12
LA Angels 2
Toronto 6
San Diego 3
Baltimore 2
San Francisco 10
Seattle 3
St. Louis 9
NCAA BASEBALL
Clemson 8
Alabama 6, Tigers advance to CWS
Oklahoma 11
Virginia 0, Sooners advance to CWS
AHL
Texas Stars 0
Hershey 4, Bears win Calder Cup
SPORTS 
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with the greatest college baseball 
coach in history and heard him 
sprinkle his wisdom on baseball 
and life in every conversation. 
I think I learned more from him 
than from any philosophy class at 
UT. He knows everything there is 
to know about baseball, and there 
is no doubt that his players re-
spect him tremendously. 
I got to talk with future Major 
Leaguers, hang out at practice and, 
as strange as it may sound, fulfill a 
microscopic part of my childhood 
dream to play baseball at UT. 
I saw a 21-game win streak, 
utter domination in Big 12 play, 
a slew of home runs, complete 
game shutouts and walk-off wins. 
I met a lot of people in the indus-
try, took road trips around Texas 
and formed a lifelong friendship 
with my fellow beat writer, Chris 
Tavarez. I even met my childhood 
baseball hero, Nomar Garciapar-
ra, last weekend at the Super Re-
gionals. With my heart pound-
ing, I shook the hand of the guy 
I looked up to as a young ball-
player, and told him I wore No. 
5 through high school, even tap-
ping my toes and pulling on my 
batting gloves at the plate like he 
did until I was 12 years old.  
Still, the season didn’t end the 
way I expected, and I can just hear 
Garrido’s voice now reminding me 
why I shouldn’t expect anything. 
“One of the biggest demons 
in this whole business is expec-
tations,” Garrido told me at the 
beginning of the season and re-
peatedly until the season ended 
Sunday night.
I should have listened. Who 
knew that would be the man-
tra of a season that was so close 
to making it to what TCU head 
coach Jim Schlossnagle called 
the “pearly gate”? 
Texas had history on its side. 
The Horns had never lost a Su-
per Regional series going into 
last weekend. 
They had omens. The first two 
teams into the CWS this season 
were South Carolina and Florida, 
the two teams Texas beat for the 
title in 2002 and 2005.
But in the end, maybe the 
Horned Frogs’ fight for their first-
ever CWS berth was just a lit-
tle too much for Texas to handle. 
And though I maintain that sports 
writers should never cheer in the 
press box, I don’t ever want to be-
come so formulaic or aloof from 
sports and emotion that I lose my 
love for competition. 
It may not have been a season 
to remember for Texas fans who 
expect nothing less than a national 
championship, but for me it was a 
season I will never forget.  
Omaha or not, I had a blast. 
Bobby Longoria | Daily Texan Staff
Tant Shepherd slides into second as TCU’s Taylor Featherson throws to first for the double play in Texas’ 
only win from the Super Regionals. Shepherd hit the game’s only home run in the Longhorns’ 14-1 win.
review: Baseball beat brings once-in-a-lifetime moments
From page 7
‘‘One of the biggest demons in this  whole business is expectations.”
 — Augie Garrido, head coach
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WANTED
dead or alive
Come pick up an application in the basement 
of HSM and sign up for tryouts.
TRYOUTS: June 2 - June 23
Questions? E-mail Ben at benwermund@gmail.com.
The largest college media 
agency in the nation, Texas 
Student Media, is looking for a few 
business-minded college students to work 
as Media Sales Consultants HERE ON CAMPUS!
Do you think you have what it takes?
Find Out!
Email us and send your resume to:
jbcorbett@mail.utexas.edu
Or stop by the William Randolph Hearst Building
2500 Whitis Ave. – Rm. 3.210
A REAL WORLD JOB TO
JUMP-START A REAL WORLD CAREER.
Current Research Opportunities
Better clinic.
Better medicine.
Better world.
Everybody counts on having safe, 
effective medicine for anything from 
the common cold to heart disease. But 
making sure medications are safe is a 
complex and careful process.
At PPD, we count on healthy volunteers 
to help evaluate medications being 
developed – maybe like you. You must 
meet certain requirements to qualify, 
including a free medical exam and 
screening tests. We have research 
studies available in many different 
lengths, and you’ll ﬁnd current studies 
listed here weekly.   
PPD has been conducting research 
studies in Austin for more than 20 years. 
Call today to ﬁnd out more. 
 
 Age             Compensation Requirements            Timeline
Men and Postmenopausal
or Surgically Sterile 
Women
18 to 55
Up to
$3000
Healthy &
Non-Smoking
BMI between 18 and 30
Fri. 18 Jun. through Mon. 21 Jun.
Sun. 25 Jul. through Wed. 28 Jul.
Multiple Outpatient Visits
Men
18 to 55
Up to
$4000
Healthy &
Non-Smoking
BMI between 18 and 30
Weigh more than 110 lbs
Fri. 18 Jun. through Mon. 21 Jun.
Fri. 30 Jul. through Mon. 2 Aug.
Multiple Outpatient Visits
Men and Postmenopausal
or Surgically Sterile 
Women
18 to 55
Up to
$3200
Healthy &
Non-Smoking
BMI between 18 and 30
Wed. 23 Jun. through Sun. 27 Jun.
Fri. 30 Jul. through Tue. 3 Aug.
Multiple Outpatient Visits
Men
21 to 45
Up to
$3500
Healthy
BMI between 19 and 29
Thu. 24 Jun. through Sun. 27 Jun.
Thu. 8 Jul. through Sun. 11 Jul.
Thu. 15 Jul. through Sun. 18 Jul.
Thu. 22 Jul. through Sun. 25 Jul.
Men
21 to 45
Up to
$3500
Healthy
BMI between 19 and 29
Sun. 27 Jun. through Wed. 30 Jun.
Sun. 11 Jul. through Wed. 14 Jul.
Sun. 18 Jul. through Wed. 21 Jul.
Sun. 25 Jul. through Wed. 28 Jul.
Men and Women
18 to 45
Up to
$2400
Healthy &
Non-Smoking
BMI between 18 and 30
Thu. 8 Jul. through Mon. 12 Jul.
Multiple Outpatient Visits
www.ppdi.com  •  462-0492
“Texas A&M is a proud mem-
ber of the Big 12 Conference and 
will continue to be affiliated with 
the conference in the future,” 
A&M President R. Bowen Loft-
in said in a statement. “As athlet-
ic director Bill Byrne and I have 
stated on numerous occasions, 
our hope and desire was for the 
Big 12 to continue. We are com-
mitted to the Big 12 and its suc-
cess today and into the future.”
President William Powers Jr., 
men’s athletic director DeLoss 
Dodds and women’s athlet-
ic director Chris Plonsky have 
scheduled a news conference 
for 10 a.m.
Meanwhile at the Capitol, the 
House Higher Education Com-
mittee will hold a public hear-
ing Wednesday to discuss the fi-
nancial implications of the con-
ference alignments of UT-Austin, 
Texas Tech and Texas A&M.
“The Legislature needs to be 
sure to monitor the situation and 
think about its impact on the uni-
versities and the people in the 
state of Texas,” said state Rep. 
Joaquin Castro, D-San Antonio, 
vice chair of the House Higher 
Education Committee. “I imagine 
that this is an issue that impacts 
many of our state universities 
and, so, to the extent that it im-
pacts revenue for the universities, 
student scholarships, any kind of 
financial aid, those are overseen 
by the committee. Every school 
needs to assess what’s best for 
the school, the athletics programs 
and the students.”
State Rep. Dan Branch, R-Dal-
las, who chairs the committee, 
said the purpose of the hearing 
is to provide some transparen-
cy on the conference alignments 
for the public and elected repre-
sentatives.
“We will still have a hear-
ing,” Branch told Sports Il-
lustrated. “This sounds like a 
promising result. We’re grate-
ful for all the good work done 
by our schools today. We look 
forward to having a dialogue 
Wednesday, but this looks like 
a very promising development 
for the state of Texas.”
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big 12: State reps to 
discuss implications 
of conference shuffle
From page 1
Current TV contracts 
of bCS conferences
BCS conference Amount of contract
Big Ten $242 million
SEC $205 million
Big 12 $78 million
ACC $67 million
Pacific-10 $58 million
Big East $33 million
Source: ESPN
Big 12 
Commissioner 
Dan Beebe listens 
to a reporter’s 
question during a 
news conference 
following Big 
12 Conference 
meetings. 
Orlin Wagner 
Associated Press
$1.35 billion plan could 
transform Astrodome
By Sarah Portlock
The Associated Press
HOUSTON — The iconic 
Houston Astrodome could be-
come a convention and science 
center under a $1.35 billion pro-
posal unveiled by county officials 
and complex operators Monday, 
if taxpayers are willing to pay at 
least a third of the cost.
“This is a great landmark for 
the city of Houston,” said Ed-
gar Colon, chairman of the Har-
ris County Sports and Conven-
tion Corp. “We would like to 
see it stay that way and hopeful-
ly see it returned to its rightful 
place as the ‘Eighth Wonder of 
the World.’”
Officials’ three-option plan also 
includes a proposal to level the 
building — the nation’s first in-
door air-conditioned, multi-use 
stadium — and replace it with a 
plaza, although even that project 
carries a hefty price tag at $873 
million, said Mark Miller, general 
manager of SMG-Reliant Park.
Miller and others at the park, 
which includes the dome and the 
adjacent larger and more luxuri-
ous Reliant Stadium, said no less 
than a third of any renovation 
cost would have to be picked up 
and approved by Harris County 
taxpayers in a referendum vote. 
Many public costs in Monday’s 
proposal were uncertain and list-
ed as “to be determined.”
The $1.35 billion plan, which 
Miller called a “dream proper-
ty” named Astrodome Renais-
sance, would include a science 
center, conference center, plane-
tarium and county and city mu-
seum. A hotel would be privately 
financed along with the possibili-
ty of a movie studio.
An intermediate plan, at $1.13 
billion, would be to “repurpose” 
the dome, make it a science and 
technology center and a place 
for storage.
Miller wants to add a 10,000-
seat arena, exhibition space, a 
garage and other meeting space 
connected by skywalks to any 
renovation plan.
Harris County Judge Ed Em-
mett has said the county should 
adopt a plan for the Astrodome 
by the end of the year. The pub-
lic will be asked to vote on a fa-
vorite plan, but the final decision 
ultimately comes down to financ-
es, said Willie Loston, executive 
director of Harris County Sports 
and Convention Corp.
Opened in 1965, the Astro-
dome now sits deteriorating, 
idle and costing Harris County 
officials about $2 million a year 
in insurance and minimal main-
tenance and millions more in 
debt and interest payments, the 
fallout after the National Foot-
ball League Houston Oilers left 
for Tennessee in the 1990s after 
renovations demanded by the 
team’s owner.
The Houston Astros left a de-
cade ago for Minute Maid Park, 
a $250 million baseball-only field 
downtown that features a retract-
able roof and 42,000 seats.
In 2005, the dome served as 
shelter for more than 23,000 
evacuees from Hurricane Ka-
trina where doctors and other 
volunteers greeted the newcom-
ers from Louisiana with medical 
help, clothing, toys and food.
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HOUSING RENTAL
360 Furn. Apts.
THE PERFECT 
LOCATIONS!
Five minutes to campus, 
pool, shuttle and Metro, 
shopping, parking, gat-
ed patio, summer rates 
available.
Century Plaza Apts. 4210 
Red River (512)452.4366
Park Plaza and Park Court 
Apts. 915 & 923 E. 41st 
St. (512)452.6518
V. I. P. Apts. 101 E. 33rd 
St. (512)476.0363 
apartmentsinaustin.net
NOW 
LEASING 
IN WEST 
CAMPUS
Studios and 1 bedrooms 
available for Summer or 
Fall move-in. Starting at 
$650!!! Most bills paid!
Diplomat Apts located at 
1911 San Gabriel
Envoy Apts located at 
2108 San Gabriel
Barranca Square Apts lo-
cated at 910 W. 26th
Offi ce hours M-F 8:30-
5:00. Please visit us at 
www.wsgaustin.com, 
call 512.499.8013 or email 
wsgaustin@yahoo.com 
512-499-8013
370 Unf. Apts.
NOW 
LEASING 
IN NORTH 
CAMPUS
Studios, 1 & 2 bedrooms 
available for Summer or 
Fall move-in. Starting at 
$650!!! Most bills paid!
Le Marquee Apts located 
at 302 W. 38th St 
Monticello Apts located 
at 306 W. 38th St
Melroy Apts located at 
3408 Speedway
Offi ce hours M-F 8:30-
5:00. Please visit us at 
www.wsgaustin.com, 
call 512.499.8013 or email 
wsgaustin@yahoo.com
390 Unf. Duplexes
WALK TO UT-NICE 3 BR, 
$1495/mo, CA/CH, ap-
plicances, 3204 Beanna. 
Owner 512-658-4257, no 
smoking/pets 
CENTRAL, 3BR/1.5 
BATH, $1200/mo, CACH, 
appliances, 7-min bus to 
campus, near 45th/Bull-
Creek, Owner 512-4257, 
no-smoking/pets 
420 Unf. Houses
APRX 1300 
SQ’ HOUSE 
(DELWOOD)
Available after July 1. 3 
beds 2 full baths. Ample 
parking. Big corner lot. 
Large backyard. $1250 / 
month with $900 Depos-
it. 512-750-4346
440 Roommates
WALK TO UT!
Large furnished rooms, 4 
blocks from UT-Fall pre-
lease. Private bath, large 
walk-in closet. Fully 
equipped, shared kitch-
en and on-site laundry. 
Central air, DSL, all bills 
paid. Private room from 
$510/mo. Quiet, non-
smoking. For pictures, 
info, apps. visit www.
abbey-house.com or Call 
512-474-2036.
HOUSEMATE NORTH 
CENTRAL quiet grad/
student preferred. Own 
bathroom, $450/mo. 
ABP. non-smoking, 3mi-
north. intramural fi elds. 
512-458-1127 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
520 Personals
DAD SEEKS SUITOR FOR 
STRIKINGLY BEAUTIFUL 
DAUGHTER ( REALLY) 
Criteria: All-American 
type/sharp, 21-26 yr.-
old conservative male, 
strong evangelical Chris-
tian, chaste, like to watch 
/play sports/music, has 
defi nite career/family 
goals/ and sense of hu-
mor. Interested? Contact 
Dad at chas1133@hot-
mail.com for interview. 
Information is CONFI-
DENTIAL. This is no joke. 
Nothing venturedÖnoth-
ing gained. 
EMPLOYMENT
790 Part Time
KENNEL HELP
needed at small animal 
veterinary clinic. Morn-
ing/Afternoon Shift. Ap-
ply in person between 
4-7PM (MTWF). 2400 E 
Oltorf, Suite 10-A. 512-
444-3111
BARTENDING! $300/DAY 
POTENTIAL No experi-
ence necessary. Training 
provided. Age 18+. 800-
965-6520 ext 113 
810 Offi ce-Clerical
PARALEGAL 
CLERK 
TRAINEE
near UT. Will train. Cre-
ate form documents, 
assist clients, obtain 
state records, fax, fi le, 
proof. Flexible hours, ca-
sual dress. PT $11-12, FT 
$12-13 + benefi ts. www. 
LawyersAidService.com 
Apply online.
840 Sales
$ERIOU$ 
MONEY
PART/FULL TIME Rap-
idly growing co. seeking 
energetic outside sales 
reps in the Austin area. 
We provide outstand-
ing income, full training, 
benefi ts, 401k, vacation, 
and bonuses. $500/$1500 
Weekly / HIRING IMME-
DIATELY call Mike @ 512-
814-6238
860 Engineering-Technical
SYSTEMS 
ADMIN/DATA-
BASE DVLPER
near UT. Troubleshoot, 
document, backups, 
programming, security, 
database development. 
FileMaker exp. a plus. 
Flexible hours, casual 
dress, small offi ce, ben-
efi ts if long-term. www. 
LawyersAidService.com 
Apply online!
870 Medical 
 
875 Medical Study875 Medical Study
CLASSIFIEDS
ADVERTISING TERMS There are no refunds or credits. In the event of errors made in 
advertisement, notice must be given by 10 am the first day of publication, as the pub-
lishers are responsible for only ONE incorrect insertion. In consideration of The Daily 
Texan’s acceptance of advertising copy for publication, the agency and the advertiser 
will indemnify and save harmless, Texas Student Media and its officers, employees and 
agents against all loss, liability, damage and expense of whatsoever nature arising out of 
the copying, printing or publishing of its advertisement including without limitation rea-
sonable attorney’s fees resulting from claims of suits for libel, violation of right of privacy, 
plagiarism and copyright and trademark infringement. All ad copy  must be approved by 
the newspaper which reserves the right to request changes, reject or properly classify an 
ad. The advertiser, and not the newspaper, is responsible for the truthful content of the 
ad. Advertising is also subject to credit approval.
     Self-serve, 24/7 on the Web at www.DailyTexanOnline.com
THE DAILY TEXAN
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SEE WHAT OUR 
NEW 
ONLINE 
SYSTEM 
HAS TO OFFER 
AND PLACE 
YOUR AD NOW!
All Transportation, 
Announcement, Services & 
Merchandise ads are 50%off  
regular rates and appear online 
at no charge unless you opt for 
enhancements which will incur 
additional nominal charges. 
For more information or assis-
tance please call Classifi ed Clerk 
at 512-471-5244 or email 
classifi eds@dailytexanonline.com
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EFF. & 1-2-3-4-BDRMS
Now Preleasing!
Starting at $199 per RM.
Point South 
& Bridge Hollow 444-7536
• Gated 
Community
• Student Oriented
• On UT Shuttle 
Route
• Microwaves
• Sand & Water 
Volleyball
• Vaulted Lofts w/
Ceiling Fans
• 6 Min. to Down-
town & Campus
• Free DVD Library
• Spacious Floor 
Plans & Walk-in 
Closets
• 2 Pools w/
Sundecks
1910 Willow Creek - Models Available
AUSTIN 
APART. 
ASSOC. 
PROPERTY 
OF THE 
YEAR!
Pointsouthbridgehollow.com
Donors average $150 per specimen.
Apply on-line
www.123Donate.com
Seeks College-Educated Men
18–39 to Participate in a
Six-Month Donor Program
Men and Postmenopausal
or Surgically Sterile Women
18 to 55
Up to $3000
Healthy & Non-Smoking
BMI between 18 and 30
Fri. 18 Jun. through Mon. 21 Jun.
Sun. 25 Jul. through Wed. 28 Jul.
Multiple Outpatient Visits
Men
18 to 55
Up to $4000
Healthy & Non-Smoking
BMI between 18 and 30
Weigh more than 110 lbs.
Fri. 18 Jun. through Mon. 21 Jun.
Fri. 30 Jul. through Mon. 2 Aug.
Multiple Outpatient Visits
Men and Postmenopausal
or Surgically Sterile Women
18 to 55
Up to $3200
Healthy & Non-Smoking
BMI between 18 and 30
Wed. 23 Jun. through Sun. 27 Jun.
Fri. 30 Jul. through Tue. 3 Aug.
Multiple Outpatient Visits
Men
21 to 45
Up to $3500
Healthy
BMI between 19 and 29
Thu. 24 Jun. through Sun. 27 Jun.
Thu. 8 Jul. through Sun. 11 Jul.
Thu. 15 Jul. through Sun. 18 Jul.
Thu. 22 Jul. through Sun. 25 Jul.
Men
21 to 45
Up to $3500
Healthy
BMI between 19 and 29
Sun. 27 Jun. through Wed. 30 Jun.
Sun. 11 Jul. through Wed. 14 Jul.
Sun. 18 Jul. through Wed. 21 Jul.
Sun. 25 Jul. through Wed. 28 Jul.
Men and Women
18 to 45
Up to $2400
Healthy & Non-Smoking
BMI between 18 and 30
Thu. 8 Jul. through Mon. 12 Jul.
Multiple Outpatient Visits
PPD Study
Opportunities
462-0492 • ppdi.com
PPD conducts medically supervised re-
search studies to help evaluate new in-
vestigational medications.  PPD has been 
conducting research studies in Austin 
for more than 20 years.  The qualiﬁ ca-
tions for each study are listed below.  You 
must be available to remain in our facil-
ity for all dates listed for a study to be 
eligible.  Call today for more information.
370 Unf. Apts.370 Unf. Apts.
RECYCLE
REMEMBER!you saw it in the Texan
keep an eye out for the
every week!
super 
tuesday 
COUPONS
clip and save!
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E
C
Y
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COMICS Tuesday, June 15, 201010
10 COMICS
SUPER
 • STUDENT ORIENTED 
 • MODELS AVAILABLE
 • GUARANTEED PRE-LEASING-NO WAITING LIST
 • ON UT SHUTTLE ROUTE
 • APARTMENTS STARTING @ $199 PER PERSON
 • SPACIOUS EFF, 1, 2, 3, 4 BEDROOMS
  12 Month Lease
PointSouthBridgeHollow.com       512-444-7536
A P A R T M E N T S
Point South &
Bridge Hollow
Coupons Expires: 6/15/10
APARTMENTS
Point South&
Bridge Hollow
SUMMER
LEASE IN JUNE
GET JUNE 
FREE!
FALL
LEASE IN MID 
AUGUST GET 1ST 
+ LAST MONTHS 
FREE!
SUPER
SALES • SERVICE
GREAT SELECTION OF USED BIKES
WE GUARANTEE EVERYTHING WE TOUCH!
32nd & Guadalupe | 512.302.1164 | www.ozonebikes.com
20% off 
all accessories 
w/any bike purchase.
Expires 8/15/10
BIKE SHOP
VOTED
WALK IN…ROLL OUT!
SUPER
504 W 24th St
Austin, TX 78705
512.468.4473
Offer valid thru Aug 
31, 2010. One coupon 
per customer. Void if 
copied or transferred. 
No cash value.
30¢ / Oz - Why pay 30% more /  -    r
www.juicytartyogurt.com
SUPER
6/30/10
SUPER
SUMMER
SPECIAL
Large
1 Topping Pizza
order online at: 
www.dominos.com
512-477-0101
Deep Dish extra.
Limited time offer.
Delivery charge may apply.
discount code    C18
$5.99each
no limits
Carry Out
SUPER
SUPER
TSM
The Daily Texan
TSTV
KVRX
The Cactus
Texas Travesty
TSM
It’s FREE
COMING SOON
The SUPER TUESDAY COUPON section 
    on the TSM iPhone App
No need to clip anymore coupons! 
Just show the coupon from the iPhone 
    to redeem the offer. 
And, share them with your friends!
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By Mary Lingwall
Daily Texan Staff
Known for lead singer Jona-
than Pierce’s David Bowie-style 
live performances and a brand of 
indie pop that is as simple as it 
is youthful, The Drums were un-
derground blog stars for the bulk 
of 2009 before blowing up at this 
year’s South By Southwest. The 
Drums’ self-titled debut LP lives 
up to the hype of their blog repu-
tation and the success of their de-
but EP, Summertime!.
In fact, The Drums LP has 
two repeat tracks from the EP, 
the 2009 single “Let’s Go Surf-
ing” and standout “Down By 
the Water.” But unlike Summer-
time!, their latest album features 
tracks that reflect a larger vari-
ety of themes. From break ups 
to boredom, The Drums’ debut 
album shows they can do more 
than just write carefree anthems 
such as “Let’s Go Surfing.”
Blogs have already praised 
“Best Friends” and “Me and the 
Moon” as the album’s catchiest 
tracks. While these songs are easy 
to dance to and feature the kind of 
electro-pop that made The Drums 
notable to begin with, my person-
al favorite is “There Will Be Tears,” 
which combines their fresh-faced 
ebullient spirit with mature lyrics 
such as, “I don’t feel sorry for you 
when you cry.”
This collusion of youthful atti-
tude and more grown-up themes 
makes The Drums a salient collec-
tion of songs — one that can re-
main accessible and meaningful 
long after Pitchfork loses interest.
By Iris Zubair
Daily Texan Staff
Thank Me Later is essentially a 
reflection on hip-hop newcomer 
Drake’s success in the music in-
dustry this past year. Featuring 
big name artists such as T.I., Jay-
Z, Alicia Keys, Lil Wayne and 
Young Jeezy, Drake’s Thank Me 
Later continues his reputation for 
collaborating his way to fame.
In tracks such as “Light Up,” 
featuring Jay-Z, and “Resis-
tance,” Drake tries to solidify his 
place in the rap game while pro-
jecting a wariness of the over-
whelming fame that he has al-
ready acquired. As Jay-Z haunt-
ingly warns him in “Light Up,” 
“I once was as cool as the Fonz 
was/But these bright lights 
turned me into a monster.”
“Fireworks,” the album’s uplift-
ing standout track featuring Ali-
cia Keys, Drake tries to communi-
cate the details of his rise to suc-
cess and the changes that occurred 
internally and externally in his life. 
In the song, he admits that “my 15 
minutes started an hour ago.” The 
fact that Drake openly addresses 
the obvious critiques of his rise to 
popularity demonstrates a lyrical 
self-awareness that comes to de-
fine the album. Throughout Thank 
Me Later, Drake keeps his lyrics 
light, sarcastic and a little cocky 
— something he’s famous for. In 
“Resistance,” he defends his lack 
of “hood status,” saying, “I avoid-
ed the coke game and went with 
Sprite instead.”
But despite the lyrical ap-
peal of the album, many songs 
— such as “Shut It Down,” a 
track produced by The-Dream, 
and “Show Me A Good Time” — 
tend to blur together because of 
their droning melodies. It’s dis-
appointing to hear what unnec-
essary harmonizing can do to 
a great beat, and this happens 
throughout the album.
Thank Me Later is an interest-
ing perspective of the music in-
dustry from an overnight celebri-
ty with a cocky yet sensitive per-
sona. Drake proves his talent in 
hit songs such as “Up All Night,” 
“Fancy” and “Unforgettable.” Ul-
timately, the album’s good songs 
outweigh the bad ones.
By Jordan Bodkin
Daily Texan Staff
After listening to the new 
Christina Aguilera album, Bion-
ic, one can only wonder why a 
woman with such vocal talent 
would continue to produce such 
trash. After going Back to Basics 
in 2006, Aguilera decided she 
would take it to the future in her 
new “electronic” album.
But she completely failed. 
The lead single, “Not Myself To-
night,” was produced by Polow 
da Don, who isn’t really topping 
the charts with any hits right 
now and hasn’t even worked 
with any other notable artists. 
The single has only reached 
moderate airplay success world-
wide. Many of the tracks on the 
album deviate much too far from 
the electronic sound that Agu-
ilera aimed to accomplish, and 
others seem forced.
Songwriter M.I.A. worked 
with Aguilera on an album track 
titled “Elastic Love,” which ba-
sically sounds like Aguilera be-
ing chained down and forced to 
do vocals for an M.I.A. produc-
tion. This is, strangely enough, 
one of the catchiest tracks on 
the album.
The electro powerhouse La-
dytron also worked with Aguil-
era on a few songs, which have 
sadly been banished to the bo-
nus release. Whoever’s calling 
the shots on Aguilera’s musi-
cal production needs to be fired. 
This album is a hot mess of a re-
lease and will be lucky to brush 
the Top 25.
Sure, their performances were 
missed, but change isn’t neces-
sarily a bad thing.
If anything, there was a joy-
ous, albeit awkward, spirit that 
was created between the tradi-
tional and new-wave thespians. 
During the ceremony, Doug-
las Hodge dressed in drag for 
“La Cage Aux Folles,” flirting 
with Matthew Morrison from 
“Glee” before Morrison joking-
ly slipped him $20, and even 
“Broadway Mark” Sanchez 
from the New York Jets enthusi-
astically introduced the musical 
number for “Memphis.”
In a broad sense, things 
aren’t what they used to be, 
but consider the expansive 
world of entertainment. With 
more and more comic books 
adapted as movies (sorry, all 
you die-hard “Jonah Hex” 
fans out there) and actors be-
coming fashion designers (the 
Olsen twins’ latest collection 
is more impressive than their 
tear-jerking performances on 
“Full House”), it’s become the 
norm for artists to experiment 
and bleed into different cre-
ative realms.
Translation: It’s “Bye Bye, 
Birdie” and hello, red-and-blue 
spandexed web-slinging.
by the main ingredient in each 
dish. As a result, readers can 
easily locate recipes for what-
ever they find in their CSA box 
each week, or what’s in season 
at their local farmers market.
The majority of the recipes in 
“Eating Local” were developed 
by Fletcher through her experi-
ences as a chef and home cook, 
although some of them are 
from CSA members and em-
ployees of the farms highlight-
ed in the cookbook.
“These are recipes for people 
who cook at home, so they are 
simple,” Fletcher said. “I don’t 
believe when you get beauti-
ful produce like you get in your 
CSA box that you should real-
ly fuss with them. So, I just try 
to give it a little twist to make it 
interesting and enhance the fla-
vors that are there and not cov-
er them up.”
Fletcher said there is a de-
bate within the food communi-
ty about whether it’s more im-
portant to eat local or eat or-
ganic. Although she notes that 
in a perfect world, consumers 
would not have to choose be-
tween one or the other, Fletch-
er argues that sustainability is 
more important.
“Sustainability also looks at 
how you treat your employ-
ees. Are they making a sus-
tainable wage? It looks at the 
environmental consequenc-
es of what you’re doing and it 
looks at the economical conse-
quences,” Fletcher said. “If you 
can’t stay afloat as a business, 
it doesn’t matter how organic 
you are. So, I prefer the con-
cept of [sustainability], which 
allows farmers to sometimes 
do a treatment that might not 
be technically organic, but al-
lows them to solve a problem 
on their farm in an environ-
mentally sustainable way.”
Another important perk of 
eating local, Fletcher said, is the 
ability to build a relationship 
with your local farmer.
“I think it’s important to 
maintain that link to how our 
fruits are grown,” Fletcher said. 
“One farmer said to me, ‘We all 
have family doctors. Why don’t 
we have a family farmer?’ That 
kind of relationship is really 
nice to think about bringing into 
your life.”
From page 12
From page 12
Drake reflects on fame with sarcasm, sensitivity
Aguilera’s latest album 
sounds like ‘hot mess’
Indie-pop newcomers 
release successful EP
CD REVIEWS
The Drums 
Summertime!
Grade: A
Christina Aguilera 
Bionic
Grade: C-
Drake 
Thank Me Later
Grade: B-
fleTCher: Cookbook recipes 
enhance flavor of produce
AwArDs: ‘Joyous’ spirit emerges 
as tradition, new wave combine
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Welcome Class of 2014.
Open a UFCU Free Checking account during UT Orientation 
and receive $20.14.  UFCU Checking beneﬁts include an instant 
issue VISA® Debit/Check Card, free access to over 250 ATMs in 
Central Texas and Online Banking with free Bill Pay, eDeposits and 
the ability to transfer money to or from your accounts at other 
ﬁnancial institutions.
Visit UFCU’s University Branch  
at 2244 Guadalupe St.
Offer expires July 16, 2010.
ufcu.org
Get 
$20.14
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By Kate Ergenbright
Daily Texan Staff
“Eating Local: The Cookbook 
Inspired by America’s Farmers” is 
the latest book by Janet Fletcher, a 
James Beard Foundation Award-
winning food writer for the San 
Francisco Chronicle and author 
of numerous cookbooks. “Eating 
Local” primarily focuses on the 
local-food movement and show-
cases various small farms across 
the country, including Green Gate 
Farms , which is located just with-
in Austin’s city limits.
A longtime proponent of the lo-
cal-food movement, Fletcher was 
approached to do this project by 
Sur La Table, an upscale chain 
specializing in premium kitchen 
utensils and appliances.
In “Eating Local,” Fletcher 
showcases the importance of sup-
porting local agriculture.
“We have had an incredible 
loss of farmland in the last gener-
ation. We need to step in now and 
support small farms, or we won’t 
have them,” Fletcher said. “You 
will never have fresher produce 
than produce that’s grown within 
a few hours of an urban market.”
Although many people had 
never heard of the local-food 
movement until recent years, 
Fletcher is no stranger to the 
concept.
“This has been a longtime 
passion for me. I came out 
of Chez Panisse, a very well-
known restaurant in Berkeley, 
[Calif.], that’s a leader in the 
small-farm movement,” Fletch-
er said. “Before everybody was 
talking about it, the people at 
Chez Panisse were, so I was in-
doctrinated a long time ago.”
Since the popularization of 
containerized shipping in the 
1960s, it became possible for 
produce to be easily transport-
ed across the world. As a result, 
seasonal fruits and vegetables 
are now available year-round. 
But, Fletcher argues that this is 
not necessarily a good thing.
“People lose touch with the sea-
sons when you can have peaches 
from Chile in January,” Fletcher 
said. “It’s certainly not very envi-
ronmentally sensitive to be ship-
ping things from the Southern 
Hemisphere. The produce just 
doesn’t have any taste because it 
had to be picked underripe to get 
it here in good shape, and it loses 
a lot of nutrition en route.”
Fletcher said buying fruits and 
vegetables from local farmers al-
lows consumers to bypass many 
of these problems.
“If you buy it in season, locally, 
you’re going to get maximum nu-
trition. You’re going to be attuned 
with the seasons and you’re go-
ing to get riper fruits and vege-
tables,” Fletcher said. “Also, part 
of the pleasure in fresh fruits and 
vegetables is the anticipation. So, 
when tomatoes are no longer in 
season in September or October, 
we have to wait several months 
again before we get the local vine-
ripe tomatoes. They taste that 
much better because we had to 
wait for them.”
All 10 of the farms highlighted 
in “Eating Local” are members of 
Community Supported Agricul-
ture , an organization that allows 
consumers to purchase harvest 
shares from local farms. As with 
a magazine subscription, each 
week shareholders receive their 
portion of the farm’s harvest, al-
lowing farmers to sell their prod-
ucts at retail value.
“Eating Local” is organized 
The 64th annual Tony Awards 
were held Sunday, and after 
the curtain had fallen on an-
other ceremony, I couldn’t help 
but notice the massive leap 
that Broadway took to seduce 
a new, younger demographic 
of “twit-faced tubers” into the 
world of theater.
While the interracial love-based 
musical “Memphis” and the bio-
graphical play “Red” — about ab-
stract expressionist painter Mark 
Rothko — left with the most 
awards, Green Day’s musical ad-
aptation of American Idiot caught 
the audience’s attention with the 
band’s punk-rock guitar-shred-
ding and nonstop strobe lights.
“TV viewers expecting the 
usual showtunes on the CBS 
broadcast from Radio City 
Music Hall in New York got 
a shock to their cable systems 
at the top of the show Sunday 
night,” the Chicago Tribune’s 
Chris Jones said. “The famil-
iar drag queens of ‘La Cage 
Aux Folles’ were suddenly re-
placed, first by intense young 
actors and then by Green Day 
— the real Green Day, whose 
show ‘American Idiot’ has be-
latedly introduced a punk sen-
sibility to Broadway.”
Now, traditional theatergoers 
may lament Green Day’s lack 
of musical complexity: Its lyrics 
don’t feature an intricate triple 
meter like Sondheim’s “Send 
in the Clowns,” and it definite-
ly wasn’t trying to copy Tw-
yla Tharp’s choreography for 
“Come Fly Away” as the cho-
rus chaotically thrashed about 
the stage. But Broadway hasn’t 
been that kind of Broadway, 
with dapper men tap-dancing 
and swanky gals belting out 
high notes, for a while now.
Let’s have a look around Mid-
town and Sunday night’s Ra-
dio City Music Hall, shall we? 
We’ve got “Shrek: The Musi-
cal” and will soon have “Spi-
der-Man” with music and lyrics 
by Bono and The Edge. Scarlett 
Johansson and Denzel Washing-
ton won a Tony, and even the 
cast of the musical television 
show “Glee” performed twice 
during the awards.
As for the more familiar faces, 
Bernadette Peters, known for her 
vocal performances, only present-
ed the best musical award, while 
Angela Lansbury was named the 
first-ever honorary chairman of 
the American Theatre Wing. 
From local food to global actionTony Awards skip 
theater tradition 
for popular appeal
Richard Drew | Associated Press
Cast members from the play “Memphis” celebrate onstage after win-
ning the best musical award during the 61st annual Tony Awards in 
New York on Sunday.
Ryan Smith | Daily Texan Staff
Janet Fletcher greets fans and customers during a book signing at Sur La Table at The Domain on Saturday. Her latest book, “Eating Local: The 
Cookbook Inspired by America’s Farmers,” focuses on how to cook with fresh, local ingredients and documents 10 small farms across the coun-
try that illustrate the artistry and dedication of sustainability.
‘‘You will never have fresher produce than produce that’s grown within a few hours of an urban market.”
 — Janet Fletcher, cookbook author
Cookbook author emphasizes importance of supporting small farms
AWARDS  continues on page 11
TV TUESDAY
By Gerald Rich
FLETCHER  continues on page 11
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Don’t get all wound up. 
We have a better option.
Right now, PPD is looking for men and women
for a post-surgical pain relief research study. The
surgery is performed by a board-certified oral
surgeon, and managed through Austin Oral Surgery
Associates by James R. Fricke, Jr. DDS, MSD. 
Financial compensation is provided upon study
completion and the surgery is performed at no cost.
For information, call  462-0492
Need to have your
wisdom teeth
removed?
